
INTERSECTION AND CLOSURE

W. H. GOTTSCHALK

In a topological space the closure of the union of two sets is the

union of the closures. We here consider the question when the closure

of the intersection of two sets is the intersection of the closures. We

use the technique of uniform spaces. All uniform spaces mentioned

are understood to be TVspaces. If £ is a set and if a is a vicinity,

then Ea denotes the a-neighborhood of E.

Let X be a {topological} {uniform} space and let A, B EX. The

sets A and B are said to be {continuously} {uniformly} separated

provided there exists a {continuous} {uniformly continuous} map <p

of X into the unit interval such that x<p = 0 (xEA) and x<p = i

(xEB).
Remark 1. Let X be a uniformizable space, let U be a compatible

uniformity of X which contains the beta-uniformity (that is, the

greatest precompact compatible uniformity) of X, and let A, BEX.

Then the following statements are pairwise equivalent:

(1) A and B are continuously separated.

(2) A and B are uniformly separated relative to U.

(3) A and B are uniformly separated relative to some compatible

uniformity of X.
Remark. 2. Let X be a uniform space and let A, BEX. Then A and

B are uniformly separated if and only if there exists a vicinity a of

X such that AaC\B = 0. (Cf. [l].)
Remarks 1 and 2 may be taken as definitions.

Let X be a {topological} {uniform} space and let A, BEX. The

sets A and B are said to be {continuously} {uniformly} separable

provided that if U is a neighborhood of AC\B such that AC\B and

X— U are {continuously} {uniformly} separated, then A — U and

B—U are {continuously}  {uniformly} separated.

Remark 3. Remark 1 with "separated" replaced by "separable."

Remark 4. Let X be a uniform space and let A, BEX. Then:

(1) If A is compact, if B is closed, and if Ai\B = 0, then A and B

are uniformly separated.

(2) If A is compact and if B is closed, then A and B are uniformly

separable.

Theorem 1. Let X be a uniform space and let A, BEX. Then the
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following statements are pairwise equivalent:

(1) A and B are uniformly separable.

(2) If a is a vicinity of X, then A — (A C\B)a and B — (A C~\B)a are

uniformly separated.

(3) If a is a vicinity of X, then A — (A (~\B)a and B are uniformly

separated.

(4) // a is a vicinity of X, then there exists a vicinity ß of X such

that AßC\BßC(Ar\B)a.

Proof. It is clear that (1) is equivalent to (2).

Assume (2). We prove (3). Let a be a vicinity of X. Choose a

vicinity ß of X such that ß2Qa. Let C=AC\B. Since A — Ca is uni-

formly separated from both B — Cß and Cß, and since BC_(B — Cß)

UCj3, the conclusion follows.

Assume (3). We prove (4). Let a be a vicinity of X. Choose a

vicinity y of X such that 72Co:- There exists a vicinity ß of X such

that ßQ.y and (A - Cy)ßC\Bß = 0 where C=AC\B. It follows that
(Aß- Cyß) nBß = 0 whence AßiXBß C Cyß C Ca.

Assume (4). We prove (2). Let a be a vicinity of X. Choose a vicin-

ity ß of X such that ß2C.a. There exists a symmetric vicinity y of X

such that 7Q3 and Ay(~\ByCCß where C=AC\B. Hence (Ay-Cß)
r\(By - Cß) = 0. It follows that (A - Cßy)yf\(B - Cßy)y = 0. Thus
(A — Ca)yf\(B — Ca)y = 0 whence A — Ca and B — Ca are uniformly

separated.

Theorem 2. Let X be a uniform space, let Y be a dense subset of X,

and let A, BC.Y. Then A and B are uniformly j separated} {separable j

in Y if and only if A and B are uniformly {separated} {separable}

in X.

Proof. The first reading is clear. We prove the second reading.

Suppose A and B are uniformly separable in X. Let a be a vicinity

of F. Choose a vicinity ß of X such that ßr\(YXY)Ca. Define
y=ßr\(YXY) and C = Ai\B. Now A - Cß and B - Cß are uniformly

separated in X; A - Cy = (A - Cß)i\ YandB-Cy = (B-C/3)HFare
uniformly separated in X and therefore in Y; A — Ca and B — Ca are

uniformly separated in F. Hence A and B are uniformly separable

in F.
Suppose A and B are uniformly separable in Y. Let a be an index

of X. Define ß = aC\(YXY) and C=AC\B. Now A - Cß and B - Cß
are uniformly separated in Y and therefore in X; A — Ca and B — Ca

are uniformly separated in X. Hence A and B are uniformly separ-

able in X.
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Theorem 3. Let X be a uniform space and let A, BEX. Then:

(1) i/ A and B are uniformly separable, then Ar\B = AC\B.

(2) If A or B is conditionally compact in X (in particular, if X is

compact) and if Y is a dense subset of X such that A KJB E Y, then

AP\B =~Kr\B (closures in X) if and only if A and B are uniformly

separable in Y.

Proof. (1) Let U be the uniformity of X. By Theorem 1, Af~\B

= r\aErAar\r\aEvBa = C\aGrAar\BaEC\aSv(A C\B)a = AC\B E A
r\B.

(2) By Theorem 2 it is enough to show (2) for Y=X. Let Y=X.

The sufficiency follows from (1). We prove the necessity. Let a be a

vicinity of X. By Theorem 1 it is enough to show there exists a

vicinity ß of X such that Aßf\Bß C (A (~\B)a. Choose a vicinity y of

X such that y2Ea. Now A and B are uniformly separable and there

exists a vicinity ß of X such that Aßr\BßE(Är\B)y. Hence Aßi\Bß

EAßr\BßE(Ar\B)y = (AC\B)yE(Ar\B)y2E(Ar\B)aandAßC\Bß
E(AC\B)a.

Corollary 1. Let X be a uniformizable space and let A, BEX.

Then:

(1) // A and B are continuously separable, then AC\B = AC\B.

(2) If A or B is conditionally compact (in particular, if X is com-

pact), then AC\B = AC\B if and only if A and B are continuously sep-

arable.

Corollary 2. Let X be a uniformizable space and for each EEX

let E* be the closure of E in ßX. Then:

(1) If A, BEX, then (AC\B)*=A*C\B* if and only if A and B
are continuously separable in X.

(2) If A, BEX, then A*H\B* = 0 if and only if A and B are con-
tinuously separated in X.

(3) If A is a compact subset of X and if B is a closed subset of X, then

(AC\B)*=A*r\B*=Ar\B*.
(4) If A is a compact subset of X, if B is a closed subset of X, and if

AC\B = 0, then A*r\B*=Af\B* = 0.
(5) The following statements are pairwise equivalent :

(i) X is normal.

(ii) If A and B are closed subsets of X, then (A C\B) * = A*C\B*.
(iii) // A and B are closed subsets of X such that AC\B — 0, then

A*r\B* = 0.

Statement (3) of Corollary 2 was proved in [2] under the addi-

tional assumption that X is locally compact. For (5) compare [3].
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